PAOLO CALIA
Famille Inventée
(Invented Family)

Episode I from 21 October to 15 November
Episode II from 18 November to 11 December

Openings with the presence of the artist
Thursday 21 October from 6pm to 8.30 pm
Thursday 18 November from 6pm to 8.30 pm
Born in Sardinia, Paolo Calia began to paint very young, having his brother pose and his
neighbors.
At 16 he already receives a gold medal in a regional painting competition. He then goes to
Venice at the Academy of Fine Arts where he switches from figurative painting to abstract
painting and conceptual. He afterwards moves to Rome where the meeting and friendship of
some artists from the capital made him discover a taste for performance and happening and
tableaux vivants.
It was during one of these performances that he met Fellini. Follows a collaboration for the sets
of some films - Fellini had a great influence on the development of his dreamlike imagination Italian art critic Giulio Carlo Argan persuades him to move to Paris and gets him a scholarship
corresponding the price of Rome.

Paris is love at first sight: he falls completely in love with this city - the influence
of Cocteau and Surrealism also counted for him -. As opposed to sensuality and to the
carnal side of Fellini that gives him an almost mystical evanescent dimension and he discovers
the photo by making alive tableaux reproducing the paintings of the Louvre which meet a great
success.
The opportunity to meet and be fascinated by several fashion designers will make him want to
stage their creations, photograph them and publish their photos in different magazines of
fashion.
He will also collaborate on the covers of Italian magazines such as Panorama and Espresso which
will also ask him to illustrate stories by writers like Moravia ...

For 3 years he has decided to work on a photo project which gives him the opportunity to parade
in his home friends and acquaintances for whom he feels an inspiration and fascination and thus
create an imaginary and idealized family.
It is these fifty portraits that constitute "Invented Family" that Gallery Mazarine Variations is
pleased to unveil in 2 episodes:

Episode I : from 21 October to 15 November
Episode II : from 18 November to 11 December

Hot sublimation prints on aluminum plate

110x60 cm format with the assistance of

ABOUT THE GALLERY
Founded in 1988 as PIECE UNIQUE, its original concept was to exhibit each time a single
work of art created especially for the space by a contemporary artist.
In February 2000, the gallery expanded to a new space at 26, rue Mazarine in order
to permanently display the works of the artists represented and to organize special
events throughout the year.
Since February 2020, Marussa Gravagnuolo and Christine Lahoud have concentrated
their activities at 26, rue Mazarine in the space now called "MAZARINE VARIATIONS".

Galerie Mazarine Variations – 26, rue Mazarine, 75006 Paris
+33 (0)1 43 26 85 93 / contact@mazarine-variations.com / www.mazarine-variations.com
Heures d’ouverture : Mardi – samedi 14h30 – 19h et sur rendez-vous
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/MazarineVariations
Instagram: mazarine_variations

